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Amernet quartet puts on evocative concert of Jewish
classical music
By Grace Jean  November 24, 2015

For nearly a decade, Pro Musica Hebraica has championed Jewish classical music by presenting concerts filled with

forgotten gems. On Monday evening at the Kennedy Center Terrace Theater, its first foray into Sephardic musical

traditions proved timely and celebratory, with the Amernet String Quartet and two guest artists transporting

listeners to medieval Spain.

Because Spanish Jews preserved their culture through oral traditions, Sephardic music was rarely written down but

rather passed between generations through singing. Composer Alberto Hemsi sought to capture the songs he heard

in his travels, ultimately publishing 10 volumes of melodies.

Inspired by Hemsi’s efforts, composer Ljova (Lev Zhurbin) — commissioned by Pro Musica Hebraica — arranged

“Blanca Nina,” a suite of traditional songs and ballads. For this world premiere, mezzo-soprano Rachel Calloway

sang with haunting presence while Amernet played an equal partner in depicting a young woman’s life in Sephardic

Spain.

Calloway showed her operatic prowess in two selections from Mario Castelnuovo-Tedesco’s 1966 song cycle “Divan

of Moses-Ibn-Ezra,” Op. 207. Steven Cohen’s new setting of the work also featured Amernet with guitarist Adam

Levin.

Later, echoes of flamenco and castanets could be heard in Castelnuovo-Tedesco’s Quintet for Guitar and String

Quartet, Op. 143, where Amernet achieved an easy balance with Levin, whose timbre permeated the group even at

his quietest moments.

In Levin’s hands, Carlos Cruz de Castro’s “Secuencia Sefardita” for solo guitar unfolded in a visceral, imaginative

way. He plucked, strummed and slapped the strings from neck to soundboard in a dizzying exploration of sound.

Jean is a freelance writer.
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21st Century Spanish Guitar 2
Adam Levin
Naxos

Second offering continues  
great work
Resplendent in a slip-case displaying a 
painting by Leo D’Lázaro commissioned 
by the performer, this enterprising release 
forms part of what will be a series of four 
discs. The first was reviewed in CG July 
2013, so no one can accuse Levin or his 
record company of rushing them out. All 
the works here were composed within 
the past decade, and all except Dos Can-
tares by Antón García Abril, are claimed 
as premieres. This said, none of the com-
posers could be described as being at the 
start of their careers, the youngest being 
Eduardo Soutullo and Juan Manuel Ruiz 
(both b. 1968). The oldest is Luis De Pablo 
(b. 1930), who is one of three octogenari-
ans on the program.

Despite being subtitled Abstractions of 
Granados, the opening Caprichos No.11 by 
Leonardo Balada can be a little spiky at 
times, the quick-fire repeated note figures 
in the final movement providing an impres-
sive showcase for Levin’s considerable 
technical prowess. In contrast, the sumptu-
ous soundscapes of Interiores by Jesús Tor-
res offer a wider canvas for Levin’s expres-
sive powers. In the program as a whole, 
the language is occasionally challenging 
but never indigestible. Elegía Otoñal by 
Marc López Godoy even contains moments 
that take us back to the world of Segovia, 
as does the wonderfully retro offering by 
Antón García Abril. Only in the epic vale-
dictory Orión by Juan Manuel Ruiz could 
the term “heavyweight” be applied.

A landmark recording by an outstand-
ing practitioner.

  —PF 

Echo & Return 
Callum Henshaw
callumhenshaw.com

Australian’s packed disc is top-
notch from start to finish
A project spanning three years and “inter-
rupted” by a serious injury (which, coin-
cidentally, he describes on page 66) Echo 
& Return has running through it concep-
tual strands of “theme and variations”, 
“absence and return”, the memories of 
which are both nostalgic and full of hope.

Australia has a penchant for producing 
world-class guitarists, and Callum Hen-
shaw appears to show no sign of bucking 
that trend. His command of the instrument 
is immediately apparent with the opening 
Valses Poéticos by Granados. His athletic 
approach is fluid and relaxed without los-
ing focus on the music’s demands. 

Le Départ by Napoleon Coste (1805–
1883) is a slice of mid-19th century nar-
rative depicting the final episode of the 
Crimean War—although there are no “bat-
tle” special effects (à la Barrios) here. 

The disc is positively crammed, with 70 
minutes of music: After the 16 minutes of 
Granados, there is Manuel Ponce’s monu-
mental Variations sue la ‘Folia de España’ 
et Fugue (at 25:48). I, like its dedicatee, 
Andrés Segovia, have great affection for 
it and Henshaw treats each variation with 
great care, producing a significant amount 
of coloration and dynamic shading. From 
Kakadu by Peter Sculthorpe (1929–2014), 
one of Australia’s premier composers, fol-
lows, and the most “modern” piece, Bleed-
through, for guitar and laptop (!) by Samuel 
Smith (b. 1985) conclude the proceedings; 
the latter being stylistically far-removed 
and not out of place as a soundtrack to a 
good horror movie.

  —TP

From Her Source to the Sea:  
The Solo Guitar Music of 
Johannes Möller
Matthew Fish
Soundset

Sterling interpretations of Swedish 
composer’s unique works
When I first came across Swedish guitar-
ist Johannes Möller’s music, it was obvi-
ous that he was a truly individual writer 
whose music looked and sounded like no 
one else’s. His emotional compositions  
involve many complex arpeggiated pat-
terns, usually with open strings inter-
woven with a very high tessitura, and an 
ethereal quality that is both very hard to 
read on the music, but wonderful to listen 
to when played by a master, as here in this 
recording by San Francisco guitarist Mat-
thew Fish.

Typical of Möller’s work is Song to the 
Mother, which has a nearly arrhythmic folk-
like melody that almost sounds Celtic. Har-
monics fly in and out, and together with 
bended notes and the arpeggio patterns, 
all make for a compellingly beautiful open-
ing that truly sounds like nothing else you 
have ever heard.

A Star in the Sky, a Universe Within is 
another outstanding track on the album; 
among other unusual techniques, it 
requires the player to continue a rising 
tremolo pattern off the fingerboard, and to 
keep moving upwards. It sounds gimmicky, 
but really works. A selection from Möller’s 
24 Preludes prove to be more compact but 
just as musically convincing, but it is more 
likely that you will return again and again 
to the longer works. Wonderfully played 
by Fish, and expertly recorded, this disc 
of Möller’s music is a constant joy, at once 
unusual, unique, and always satisfying. 

 —CD
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Early, Classical and Beyond
Strings Attached - February 2017

Canadian guitarists Jeffrey McFadden and Michael Kolk are the performers on Volume
1 of Music for Two Guitars by Mauro Giuliani, a new CD featuring Rossini Overtures,
Variations and Polonaises (Naxos 8.572445).

Michael Kolk has been the subject of several glowing reviews in this column and is

usually heard in duo performances with fellow guitarist Drew Henderson, but here he is

joined by the outstanding McFadden, with whom Kolk studied at the University of

Toronto. It’s a terrific pairing, with both performers displaying clean, technically outstanding playing with equally

impressive musicality and sensitivity.

Giuliani (1781-1829) was one of the greatest guitar virtuoso performers and composers. When he returned to Italy

from Vienna in 1819 he became an associate of Rossini and transcribed four of the opera composer’s overtures for

two guitars in the early 1820s. All four – La gazza ladra, Il barbiere di Siviglia, La Cenerentola and L’assedio di

Corinto – are included here. As the jewel case blurb notes, they abound in lyrical melodic lines, fast arpeggios,

subtle colours and technical virtuosity. The equally demanding Gran variazioni concertanti, Op.35 and the

Variazioni concertanti, Op.130 are handled with deceptive ease, and the Tre Polonesi concertanti, Op.137 round

off an immensely satisfying program.

You are here:  Home / Reviews / Early, Classical and Beyond 
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The recorded ambience is quite lovely, hardly a surprise given that the recording was made at St. John Chrysostom

Church in Newmarket with the always reliable Naxos production team of Norbert Kraft – himself a top guitarist –

and Bonnie Silver. It’s a CD that meets every hope and expectation you might have when you open it – and that’s

saying something!

The same Newmarket church is the setting for another outstanding Kraft and Silver guitar

recording, Volume 2 of what is turning out to be a ground-breaking four-volume series of

21st Century Spanish Guitar music played by the American guitarist Adam Levin

(Naxos 8.573409).

In 2008 Levin was able to use several scholarships, including one from the Program for

Cultural Cooperation Fellowship from Spain’s Cultural Ministry, to start a three-year residency in Madrid to

research and perform contemporary Spanish guitar repertoire. The project resulted in a major collaboration with

four generations of Spanish composers who created 30 new works commissioned by and dedicated to Levin. The

recording project to document these pieces began in 2012, with Volume 1 of the series released in May 2013 to

rave reviews.

Composers included here are Leonardo Balada (b.1933), Jesús Torres (b.1965), Marc López Godoy (b.1967),

Antón García Abril (b.1933), Luis De Pablo (b.1930), Eduardo Soutullo (b.1968), Jacobo Durán-Loriga (b.1958),

Benet Casablancas (b.1933) and Juan Manuel Ruiz (b.1968); the works cover the period 2010-2014, so clearly the

collaboration continues to bear fruit beyond the term of the residency. All but one of the pieces are world premiere

recordings.

Despite Levin’s warning that this is “not your father’s guitar music” and that the musical language of Spain has

evolved since the days of the master guitar composers these are all clearly works that are intrinsically Spanish, with

a wide range of sonorities, techniques and effects that never forget their roots. It’s a fascinating look at a country’s

musical culture that knows its heritage and looks to the future with supreme confidence.

Needless to say, Levin is superb throughout the CD, and is captured with ideal sound quality. We can certainly

look forward to Volumes 3 and 4 with great anticipation.

James Ehnes leads his quartet partners Amy Schwartz Moretti, Richard Yongjae O’Neill

and Robert deMaine on a beautiful new CD by the Ehnes Quartet of two works that

share the theme of death, and the fear of death (Onyx 4163).

Schubert’s String Quartet No.14 in D Minor “Death and the Maiden” D810 was

written in 1824, four years before the composer’s death, but at a time when Schubert was

already seriously ill and experiencing failure, poverty and great misery in his life. Jean
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Adam Levin Presents Varied Spanish Guitar Program
at (le) Poisson Rouge
by Robert Leeper

If Spain isn't on your list of places to go in the near future, then you don't have to look much
farther than classical guitarist Adam Levin for a survey of the past hundred years of Spanish
music. The guitarist's New York City solo début Monday night at (le) Poisson Rouge celebrated
the launch of his first Naxos recording, 21st Century Spanish Guitar, Vol. 1., the first of four
volumes documenting Levin's major collaboration with 30 of the new century's Spanish masters.
Levin's seeks to forge a connection between traditional guitar repertoire of Eugène Ysaÿe and
Joaquín Turina, and new works written especially for him by Spanish composers Ricardo Llorca,
Eduardo Morales-Caso, and Octavio Vazquez.

Levin looked to the past in his performance of Handeliana, composer Ricardo Llorca's variations
on Handel's aria "Va godendo" from the opera Xerxes. The theme was treated with a slight bounce
as the melody was playfully spun about. Levin enchanted the audience with the stunning set of
variations, which surprisingly left rhythm to be a much stronger indicator of the theme than
melody, ultimately culminating in a kind of manic waltz. 

Joaquin Turina's Fandanguillo was given a lively reading, as Levin excels when presenting music
in true Spanish folk style—and he truly inserted all the necessary fire and passion of Spain into
this rendition. As the fierce rasgueados (a particular style of strumming) flowed forth, one could
hardly help imagining a dancer on a cobbled Spanish street.

INSPIRATION

"There are only two kinds of music. Good music... and
the other kind." - Duke Ellington
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The highlight of the show was Eduardo Morales-Caso's La Fragua de Vulcano. Translated as
"Apollo in the Forge of the Vulcan," the work is based on a 1630 oil painting by Diego Rivera
depicting the moment when the god Apollo visits the human Vulcan in his forge to tell him that
his wife, Venus, is having an affair with Mars, the god of war. The tension of this moment is well
depicted in the Morales-Caso's aural rendition, with the musical emphasis centered on the dark,
Phrygian nature of the Spanish folk sound, resulting in a modal feel that featured an insistent
drone in the bass.

The program finished with a Levin commission, Octavio Vasquez's vast six-movement suite,
Nostos. The title refers to a "homecoming," and, as Levin pointed out, it acts as a culmination of
the performance—with Levin taking the audience on an odyssey, both in story and technical
challenge. Of particular interest was the third movement, which couldn't have been more than two
minutes, but was bewitching in that time and left the audience caught in a gripping silence.

The classical guitar is lucky to have a champion like Levin. His enthusiasm for the music and
culture he has chosen is unbridled, and Monday night's performance shows that he has the talent
to match.

Robert Leeper on September 11, 2013 in Classical | Permalink
Tweet 0 Like Like
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21st Century Spanish Guitar 2
BALADA: Caprichos 11: Abstractions of Grana-
dos; TORRES: Interiores; GODOY: Elegia Otonal;
GARCIA ABRIL: 2 Cantares; PABLO: Turris
Eburnea; SOUTULLO: I’ve Got You Under my
String; DURAN-LORCA: Upon 21; CASABLAN-
CAS: 3 Pieces; RUIZ: Orion

Adam Levin, g
Naxos 573409—71 minutes

Adam Levin’s 21st Century Spanish Guitar
project continues with Volume 2, which is as
exciting and fascinating as his first release in
this series (S/O 2013). I know he is currently
recording Volume 3, and I hope that won’t take
as long to be released.

The project was inspired by his own
curiosity—we’ve all seen the great explosion of
guitar music from the 20th Century—master-
works by Moreno Torroba, Turina, Rodrigo,
Mompou. Who are the 21st Century equiva-
lents? So, with the support of the Fulbright
Foundation, he began to contact composers
who had written for guitar, or who were inter-
ested in doing so, to discover a new repertory.
He also had the support of the Naxos corpora-
tion, which has agreed to release four volumes
in the project—the guitar world is deeply
grateful for the fruits of that project.

Leonardo Balada continues his Caprichos
series with a set of what he calls “Abstrac-
tions”—this time of Granados (Albeniz was his
source for the first set). Each of the five pieces
includes recognizable snippets of Spanish
Dances, and identifying the sources is only
part of the fun.

Jesus Torres’s ‘Interiores’ is another world
entirely—deep and dramatic, with wide con-
trasts of dynamics and color. Levin describes
the work as a soliloquy, and it does feel rather
like watching a skilled actor in the most inti-
mate and revealing section of a great play.

Marc Lopez Godoy is Balada’s student. His
three-movement Elegia Otonal (Autumn
Elegy) is a beautiful and moving depiction of
images of Fall, from a sparrow’s flight to a gen-
tle rain. I have praised the work of Anton Gar-
cia Abril in these pages (S/O 2015). His two
cantares are worthy of a man whose address
when inducted to the Royal Academy of Arts
was titled “In Defense of Melody”. Luis de
Pablo (b. 1930) uses his ‘Turris Eburnea’ (Ivory
Tower) as something of an exploration of the
life of the mind—he is himself a scholar of the
highest standards.

Eduardo Soutoullo is of a newer genera-
tion, born in 1968. His four-movement I’ve Got
You Under My String was written for Levin. It’s

a puckish work, a bit reminiscent of Brouwer—
fun to listen to, and fun to play. Also with an
English title (presumably for the same reason),
Jacobo Duran-Loriga’s Upon 21 is a set of three
Baroque dances: courante, chaconne, and
gigue. But beyond form, none of these works
attempts a neo-Baroque style, though the set is
charming. Benet Casablancas takes his inspi-
ration from the Second Viennese School. I
can’t tell if his 3 Pieces are strictly serial or just
atonal—not that this matters a great deal—yet
he manages still to sound guitaristic.

The last work is the biggest and most
ambitious, Juan Manuel Ruiz’s Orion. It’s a
storm, and a violent one—and I’m from Flori-
da, so I know storms. And it contains just
about any sound guitar can make—rasguead-
os, golpe, tambura, harmonics, pizzicato, per-
cussive effects. At first hearing I was a bit put
off, but by the end, and after a few more hear-
ings, Levin revealed the architecture so clearly
that I began to think of this as my favorite
piece. But it’s not possible to pick a favorite
here. Nearly every piece is attractive, and each
has an excellent chance of entering the reper-
tory.

And we have to thank Adam Levin for this.
Every piece except the Abril was dedicated to
him, and he gave the world premieres. And his
performance cannot be faulted—huge dynam-
ic and timbral range, deeply moving phrasing,
committed virtuosity. He can be wildly dra-
matic, but never overplays. It’s hard to imagine
these performances being improved on, but
that’s just what I (and he) would love to see as
this wonderful music gets discovered.

KEATON

Rovshan Mamedkuliev
WALTON: 5 Bagatelles; RODRIGO: Junto al Gen-
eralife; En los Trigales; BACH: Chaconne;
WILLIAMS: Rounds; KOSHKIN: Sonata 2

Naxos 573669—64 minutes

This is my second review of Azeri guitarist
Rovshan Mamedkuliev. His earlier Naxos
release (S/O 2013) was a result of winning the
2012 GFA competition. This one is for the 2015
Michele Pittaluga Competition in Italy. Can’t
keep a good man down.

This release is just as fine as the other,
which was very fine indeed. The Walton has
been recorded so often that it’s not really pos-
sible to pick a top choice, but among those
(most recently, Meng Su’s wonderful perform-
ance in J/F 2017) Mamedkuliev stands proud-
ly. He also gives a fine reading of John
Williams’s (the film composer, not the gui-

American Record Guide 201
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RECORDING OF THE MONTH 
  

21st Century Spanish Guitar - Volume I 
Eduardo MORALES-CASO (b.1969) 
La Fragua de Vulcano (2009) [6:28] 
Salvador BROTONS (b.1959) 
Dues Noves Suggestions, Op. 121 (2011) [6:48] 
David DEL PUERTO (b.1964) 
Viento de Primavera (2009) [6:41] 
Carlos CRUZ DE CASTRO (b.1941) 
Sequencia Sefardita (2010) [6:36] 
Ricardo LLORCA (b.1962) 
Handeliana (2011) [6:59] 
Leonardo BALADA (b.1933) 
Caprichos No. 8: Abstractions of Albéniz (2010) [11:23] 
Octavio VAZQUEZ (b.1972) 
Suite: Nostos (2009) [16:57] 
Adam Levin (guitar) 
rec. 16-19 September, 2012, St. John Chrysostom Church, Newmarket, Ontario, Canada 
NAXOS 8.573024 [62:22]

Adam Levin put his Fulbright Scholarship to good use. The young American guitarist
traveled to Spain and checked in on that country's latest guitar compositions; this is the
first of a series dedicated to the music he found or commissioned while there. 
  
There's a gratifying amount of diversity on display here. From Leonardo Balada, a more
abstract voice of an older generation who grew up trained in avant-garde techniques, to
Ricardo Llorca's Handeliana, an overt tribute to the past, the pieces suggest that the
Spanish guitar scene is as varied, exciting, and as full of activity as it ever was. The one
piece not being premiered here, Eduardo Morales-Caso's La Fragua de Vulcano (Vulcan's
Forge), lives up to its title, and Levin made up for his not being first to the punch by
commissioning the cover painting of the same title. 
  
Conductor Salvador Brotons, who's appeared on Naxos several times, here turns
composer, offering an especially fun Brasileira. David del Puerto's triptych of natural
scenes, Viento de Primavera, ends with a scintillating rapid-motion dance. Carlos Cruz de
Castro employs all sorts of exotic, mesmeric effects in a tribute to the Sephardic musical
traditions of medieval Spain and its religious melting pot; this is a piece well worth noting
and promoting. 
  
It's also a great contrast with the work that follows, Handeliana, Ricardo Llorca's loving
homage in the form of variations on a theme from Xerxes. Balada also ostensibly offers a
look back to the past, Abstractions of Albéniz, with reflections of original pieces by that
celebrated composer. Take the title “abstract” seriously, and don't expect something
that sounds at all like Albéniz; much like similar works in which Balada has “abstracted”
the likes of Chopin, the originals are seen through a glass, darkly. 
  

http://www.musicweb-international.com/index.htm
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Everything I like about this recital comes together in the final work, Octavio Vazquez'
suite Nostos. The title is Greek for “homecoming”, and the suite is suggested by the
composer as a kind of odyssey. Levin notes, in a personable and enthusiastic booklet
essay that makes me very happy every time I read it, that it's odyssean in its technical
challenges, too. This piece is advanced in language, full and “lush” (Levin's word) in
harmonies, and appealing in every way. There's variety, more than one catchy tune, and
enough substance that this feels like a truly important addition to the guitar repertoire.
I'd go to any concert where it's on the program. 
  

Actually, these are all important contributions to the repertoire, for which we have Levin
to thank. He's clearly overjoyed to be playing them: you see it in his words in the
booklet, and hear it on every track. These composers could not have asked for a better,
more thoughtful and dedicated guitarist to premiere their works. If I'm especially excited
about Vazquez' Nostos, it's as the crowning jewel of a superb CD produced by Norbert
Kraft and Bonnie Silver to the high standards almost every Naxos guitar CD sets. 
  

There are three more volumes to come. If they're as good as this, they'll form one of the
most exciting guitar series of the century so far. 
  
Brian Reinhart  

A trip to Spain resulted in the commission of some exciting new guitar repertoire any fan
of the instrument should hear. 

Support us f inancially by purchasing this disc from

 

http://www.arkivmusic.com/classical/album.jsp?album_id=937699
http://www.mdt.co.uk/21st-century-spanish-guitar-volume-1-adam-levin-naxos.html?utm_source=8573024&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=MusicWebInternational
http://www.amazon.co.uk/exec/obidos/ASIN/B00BX8TZG8/musicwebuk
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B00BX8TZG8/ref=nosim/musicontheweb02
http://www.classicsonline.com/catalogue/product.aspx?pid=1828060&affid=12


 

 

 

 





Soundboard Magazine Review: 
 
 
Adam Levin’s In the Beginning begins, to coin a phrase, with an astonishing transcription 
of part of Eugène Ysaÿe’s Sonata No.2 for solo violin. Inspired by the “Prelude” of the 
Third Violin Partita (aka Fourth Lute Suite).  It is a wild and woolly ride combining 
transmogrified Bach with other bits including the Dies Irae.  Weird but good, and it 
certainly grabs your attention, which is held by powerful performances of the actual Bach 
“Prelude” and Walton’s Five Bagatelles.  Playing three of its movements, Levin goes on 
to provide evidence that Castelnuovo-Tedesco’s guitar parts for Platero y yo can sound 
good on their own.  Partnering with violinist William Knuth, Levin gives us the world 
premiere recording of Jan Freidlin’s Kafka Sonata.  It is a fine work with interesting 
melodies, rhythms, and textures, by turns reflective and virtuosic.  I am glad to have 
encountered it.  And having listened to it a few times, I still have not turned into a large 
insect, thank goodness.  The disc concludes with the Fandanguillo and Sevillanas by 
Turina.  The latter is actually quite a hard work to make coherent, but Levin succeeds 
very well, with a wonderfully intense build-up leading to the recapitulation of the 
opening rasqueado section.  Levin is an exciting and powerful player who takes chances.  
This leads to a (very) few glitches and moments when the guitar is a bit overwhelmed, 
but I would much rather hear a player go for broke (or at least honorable poverty) than 
always play things safe. 
 The recording was engineered and produced by Massachusetts’ Vince Go, who 
seems to be another one of our really fine guitar recording providers.  The liner notes by 
the artist include some triumphs of verbal opacity: the Ysaÿe has “moments of dark, 
demonic bipolar decay and the ordered, harmonious genetic mappings inherent in Bach’s 
contrapuntal experiment.”   Yikes!  I hope this won’t be on the test…. 
 
-Al Kunze 
 
Sounboard Magazine, Vol. XXXVI, No.1 
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In the Beginning: Eugène YSAŸE (1858-1931) Prelude from Sonata No.2 in A Minor for solo
violin (arr. Adam Levin) [2:15] J . S. BACH (1685-1750) Prelude in E Minor from BWV 1006a
[3:31]; William WALTON (1902-1983) Five Bagatelles [13:46]; Jan FREIDLIN (b.1944)
Kafka Sonata for Guitar and Violin* [15:08]; Mario CASTELNUOVO-TEDESCO (1895-
1968) Platero y Yo, Op.190 -Golondrinas [4:22], Los Gitanos [3:39], Platero En El Cielo De
Moguer [4:33]; Joaquín TURINA (1882-1949) Fandanguillo [4:25], Sevilliana-Fantasia [5:46]. 
Adam Levin (guitar); William Knuth (violin)* 
rec. no details provided. 
ADAM LEVIN RECORDS ALR1001 [58:23] 

The classical guitar is a relative newcomer to the concert stages of the world. Even in its country of
origin, formal academic training for the instrument was only initiated in 1935 with the appointment of
Regino Sainz de la Maza as Professor of Guitar at the Madrid Conservatorium. Prior to this,
students were taught by their fathers, relatives or virtuosi who established their own discrete schools
of tuition. 

Andrés Segovia worked tirelessly to have the guitar introduced into institutions of formal musical
training throughout the world, realizing that without that support, the guitar was destined to remain in
relative obscurity as a concert instrument. Regrettably, not everything that academia conferred on
the guitar was to its ultimate betterment; much of what we hear today while technically sound, is
musically barren and devoid of the style and panache that characterized its early virtuosi. 

Adam Levin is a young guitarist from Chicago, USA. Prior to pursuing formal academic training in
the instrument, at age seven Levin commenced guitar studies with his father. He subsequently
completed a B.A. and B.M. at the Northwestern University of Evanston, Illinois, and an M.A. at
the New England Conservatorium of Music in Boston. His principal teachers include Elliot Fisk,
Oscar Ghiglia and Gabriel Estarellas. Levin is currently on the staff of the Amadeus Escuela De
Música in Madrid. 

The review disc is Levin’s inaugural recording. The artist describes it as: ‘the first in a planned
series of recordings celebrating new and modern virtuosi works for the classical guitar
alongside contemporary interpretations of established repertoire.’ It also appears on his own
label: Adam Levin Records. 

The programme ranges from J. S. Bach to the world-premiere recording of Jan Freidlin’s, Kafka
Sonata for Violin and Guitar. Levin is joined by violinist William Knuth with whom he regularly
performs as the Duo Sonidos, based in Boston and Madrid. Freidlin was born in Russia and
educated in composition and theory at the Odessa State Music Academy under Prof. A. Kogan.

http://www.musicweb-international.com/index.htm
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He is a pianist, musicologist and prolific composer with three symphonies, a ballet, several
concertos, a lot of chamber music, and the music for seven movies and twenty-six theatrical shows
to his credit. Freidlin migrated to Israel in 1990. When asked about the Kafka Sonata, he reflected
on his sense of familiarity with Franz Kafka and the artist Vincent van Gough - seemingly distant
personalities committed to different disciplines, but whose fragile and broken worlds were
connected by a common aspiration to perfection. 

Adam Levin is also a champion of commissioning new works for the guitar. Composers co-
operating with him in expansion of the guitar’s repertory include, among others: Jan Freidlin (Israel,
b.1944); Mario Gosalvez-Blanco (Spain, b.1965); Eduardo Morales-Caso (Cuba-Spain, b.
1969); Carlos Perón Cano (Spain b. 1976) and David del Puerto (Spain b.1964). Currently, as
many as ten new commissions from such composers will find their way into the repertory of Adam
Levin and ultimately to the guitar’s repertory at large, depending on what they have to offer. 

The programme chosen by Levin is interesting, entertaining and allows him to demonstrate a
prodigious technique but not at the expense of the music. Whether it is the music of Bach, Walton
or Castelnuovo-Tedesco, Levin exhibits musicianship that defies classifying him as aligned with any
one composer or period. While his Turina sounds very Spanish - and that cannot be said about a
number of other guitarists who record this music - it is uncommon to hear the Bagatelles by Walton
played better than on this occasion. 

May we attribute the style of Levin, at least in part, to the fact that, as with earlier Spanish masters
he received initial tutelage from his father? In true Spanish style, the great Jose Luis Gonzalez Julia
(1932-98) received his initial training from his father, a capable and accomplished player. This was
followed by tutelage from such luminaries as Salvador Garcia, Regino Sainz de la Maza, and
Segovia. His academic studies were completed at the Valencia Conservatorium under the inimitable
Professor of Guitar, Raphael Balaguer. One may also conjecture that such highly individual styles of
playing may be a product of this type of training? 

On the matter of Levin’s style of playing it is difficult to empathize with the comments of his past
teacher Oscar Ghiglia who described Levin as: ‘reminding him of a young Eliot Fisk.’ In
possession of both older and more recent recordings by this guitarist, I fail to hear any similarities; it
is more a matter of the student excelling the teacher. 

While not mentioned in the liner-notes, the instrument played on this occasion by Adam Levin was
made by the American luthier Stephan Connor from Cape Cod. Those familiar with the classical
guitar will note from the accompanying photographs that this instrument does not have the
traditional rosewood back and sides. While some luthiers employ maple for this role, on this
occasion Connor used cypress, a wood more commonly associated with flamenco guitars. Levin
describes this unusual combination as: ‘providing the beefiness of a cypress top, but the clarity
and punctuality of a cypress flamenco guitar.’ The internal bracing is in the shape of a Star of
David and while a permutation of lattice bracing, it does not exhibit the ‘nasal’ sound, typical of so
many lattice-braced instruments. It also has a portal sound hole on the top side near the neck-
junction that is claimed to make the sound louder. Certainly the overall sound is distinctive and, as
personal preference plays such a large role, individual opinions will vary. What can be said,
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confidentially, is that the combination of instrument, player capability and recording technique,
produces a sonically delightful result. 

Adam Levin has an excellent website, and for those who seek more information about this fine
young guitarist it comes well recommended. 

Zane Turner 

A refreshingly individual style, and an interesting, well-played programme
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